The Villas Experience

Venetian Villas
The magnificence of Venice’s heritage on the mainland.
More than 4,000 Villas were built on the Venetian mainland,
now known as the regions of Veneto and Friuli, between the 15th
and 18th centuries, during the period of utmost splendour of the
Serenissima Republic of Venice. They were built by the nobility
and rich families of Veneto and represented widespread centres
of agricultural, artisan, cultural and civil economic development.
Designed by Palladio and other major architects, frescoed by
Veronese, Tiepolo and many other influential painters of the time,
although still privately owned, many villas are open to visitors today.
Blitz Exclusive will take you on an unforgettable journey amid
the splendid countryside to visit some of the most beautiful
masterpieces of Venetian art and architecture nestled along the
Riviera del Brenta. After experiencing the splendour of the Palladian
“La Malcontenta” and the grandeur of Villa Pisani, you can follow an
itinerary of your choice that will lead you amongst the hills of Vicenza
or Asolo to discover two more magnificent Venetian Villas.

We can customize the route to your
preferred destinations upon request.
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Villa Foscari “La Malcontenta”
A PALLADIAN GEM
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Designed in 1554 by Palladio for Nicolò and Alvise Foscari, members of one of the
richest families of Venice, Villa Foscari known as “La Malcontenta” is a private residence
on the UNESCO World Heritage list of monuments and one of the most complete
expressions of Palladian architecture. This majestic mansion facing the river Brenta is
laid out on three levels, in such a way that each level has a different use: functional
activities (on the ground floor), “noble” activities (on the first floor), and a store-room
for agricultural goods (on the top floor), combining typical elements of Venetian
architecture with others from the classical art of the 4th and 5th century. The façade
at the back is probably one of the finest examples of Palladian architecture. The rooms
have vaulted ceilings and the central hall has a cruciform shape, whereas the side rooms
havea domed ceiling. The interiors are enriched with allegorical frescoes by
Gian Battista Zelotti (1526-1578) and Battista Franco (1510-1561).

BUILT IN 1554 BY ANDREA PALLADIO

Villa Pisani
THE QUEEN OF VENETIAN VILLAS
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Villa Pisani is probably the most splendid and well-known of the world-famous
Venetian villas. Built by the noble Pisani family, it lies along the Riviera del Brenta,
an ideal inland extension of the Venetian Grand Canal. Now a national museum,
doges, kings and emperors inhabited its 144 rooms that still today host hundreds
of 18th and 19th century works of art and furniture, such as Gianbattista Tiepolo’s
masterpiece The Glory of the Pisani family, a fresco on the ballroom ceiling.
The tour of the villa includes a visit to the entire “piano nobile” (main floor),
containing almost 30 rooms with frescoes, paintings and original furniture.
Its famous garden offers unforgettable views, original architecture, greenhouses
and a famous maze in an area of 11 hectares, with a perimeter of about 1500 metres.
It is arranged with long perspectives, following the French model used by
André Le Nôtre at Versailles, with a traditional fenced garden of Veneto, opening
up through portals and windows with views extending to the river Brenta.
In 2008, it was awarded “The Most Beautiful Gardens in Italy” prize.

BUILT IN 1770 BY GEROLAMO FRIGIMELICA

Villa Capra
“La Rotonda”
Just outside Vicenza, Villa “La Rotonda” is probably
the most famous example of Palladian architecture.
Designed by Palladio in 1550 and completed by his
pupil and heir Vincenzo Scamozzi in the late 16th
century, it represents the perfect development of the
theme of the central plan construction, in absolute
harmony with its surroundings. Palladio’s meditations
on ancient art came together in this unique building,
a villa-temple of perfect and researched proportions,
the expression of ideal dimensions and the excellent
result of a long period of inner growth.
BUILT IN 1550 BY ANDREA PALLADIO
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Villa
Barbaro
Villa Barbaro was built between 1549 and 1558 by Palladio
for Daniele Barbaro, Patriarch of Aquileia, and his brother
Marc’Antonio Barbaro, an ambassador of the Venetian
Republic. It is considered one of Andrea Palladio’s greatest
masterpieces and is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Situated in the middle of a flourishing estate, whose historic
winery produces wines of great quality, it is decorated with
original frescoes by the Venetian painter Paolo Veronese;
the artist’s largest and most important fresco cycle.
On the estate of the villa, you can also visit the Ancient
Winery, the Tempietto and the Carriage Collection.
BUILT IN 1549 BY ANDREA PALLADIO

Villa Valmarana
ai Nani
Begun in 1668, Villa Valmarana ai Nani is a marvellous
architectural and artistic site composed of three buildings
and a wide 18th century park. The buildings include:
a master residence, entrance, guest rooms, arcades
and stables. It is famous for an outstanding cycle of frescoes
by Giambattista and Giandomenico Tiepolo, dated 1757:
a fantastic “journey’ through the Iliad, the Aeneid and 16th
century Italian poems. Hosting one of the most important
painting cycles of the Italian 18th century, the Villa takes its
name from the statues of the 17 stone dwarfs, originally placed
in the garden, now on the walls surrounding the house.
BUILT IN 1668 BY FRANCESCO MUTTONI
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Villa Emo
The history of Villa Emo is very closely linked to the history
of the family that commissioned it. Villa Emo was built by
Palladio between 1559 and 1565 for the Venetian nobleman
Leonardo Emo. His grandfather had actively devoted himself
to agricultural planning and land administration. He had thus
created a system for the distribution of water and introduced
the cultivation of the maize crop. Such endeavour is recorded
in the many agrarian motifs of the frescoes decorating the
rooms. Leonardo Emo asked Palladio to conceive and design
a model farm building, which would serve as both a home
and a granary for the needs of the family and their retainers.
The resulting achievement is one of Palladio’s most spacious
residences ever built, an architectural gem open to the
surrounding countryside.
BUILT IN 1559 BY ANDREA PALLADIO
Customizable routes

Blitz Exclusive
For people who love to travel
Blitz Exclusive is the leading and most exclusive limousine service in Venice.
It plays a pivotal role in the field of local ground and water transport
and can best fulfil any request from its Clients.
Moreover, Blitz has been collaborating with domestic and international
tour operators since its foundation in 1976 and can now count on a network
of partners to offer a wide range of incoming services and experiences.
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